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In this paper, we regard dilaton in Weyl-scaled induced gravitational theory as a
coupled quintessence. Based on this consideration, we investigate the dilaton cou-
pled quintessence(DCQ) model in ω− ω′ plane, which is defined by the equation
of state parameter for the dark energy and its derivative with respect to N(the
logarithm of the scale factor a). We find the scalar field equation of motion in
ω−ω′ plane, and show mathematically the property of attractor solutions which
correspond to ωσ ∼ −1, Ωσ = 1. Finally, we find that our model is a tracking
one which belongs to ”freezing” type model classified in ω − ω′ plane.
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1. Introduction
Recent observations of high-redshift Type Ia Supernova[1] and the Cosmic Microwave Background[2] have
shown us such a fact: the density of clustered matter including cold dark matters plus baryons, Ωm0 ∼ 1/3,
and that the Universe is flat to high precision, Ωtotal = 0.99 ± 0.03[3]. That is to say, we are living in a
flat universe which it undergoing a phase of accelerated expansion, and there exists an unclumped form of
energy density pervading the Universe. This unknown energy density which is called ”dark energy” with
negative pressure, contributes to two thirds of the total energy density.
Perhaps the simplest explanation for these data is that the dark energy corresponds to a positive cosmo-
logical constant. However, the cosmological constant model suffers from two serious issues called ”coincidence
problem” and ”fine-tuning problem”. An alternative is a scalar field which has not yet reached its ground
state. These scalar field models include Quintessence[4-14], K-essence[15], Tachyon[16], Phantom[17-20],
Quintom[21] and so on. The essential characteristics of these dark energy models are contained in the pa-
rameter of its equation of state, p = ωρ, where p and ρ denote the pressure and energy density of dark energy,
respectively, and ω is a state parameter. Quintessence model has been widely studied, and its state param-
eter ω which is time-dependent, is greater than −1. In this paper, we regard dilaton in Weyl-scaled induced
gravitational theory as a coupled Quintessence. We call our model Dilaton Coupled Quintessence(DCQ)
model. Motivations that make us consider DCQ are as follows: First, the dilaton is an essential element of
string theories and the low-energy string effective action[22]. Second, dimensional compaction of Kaluza-
Klein theories may naturally lead to the Weyl-scaled induced gravitational theory. Third , dilatonic gravities
are expected to have such important cosmological applications as in the case of (hyper)extended inflation[23].
Fourth, Many authors have considered the coupled dark energy[24]. In our previous paper[25], we have con-
sidered a dilatonic dark energy model, based on Weyl-scaled induced gravitational theory. We found that
when the dilaton field was not gravitational clustered at small scales, the effect of dilaton can not change
the evolutionary law of baryon density perturbation, and the density perturbation can grow from z ∼ 103 to
z ∼ 5, which guarantees the structure formation. When dilaton energy is very small compared the matter
energy, potential energy of dilaton field can be neglected. In this case, the solution of cosmological scale a
has been found[26]. In another paper[27], we have investigated the property of the attractor solutions and
concluded that the coupling between dilaton and matter affects the evolutive process of the Universe, but
not the fate of the Universe.
Recently, many authors have investigated the evolution of Quintessence dark energy models in the ω−ω′
plane[28,29], where ω′ is the time variation of ω with respect to N . According to different regions in the
ω−ω′ phase plane, these models can be classified two types which are call ”thawing” and ”freezing” models.
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In what follows, we shall study the cosmological dynamics of DCQ model in the ω − ω′ plane. In the
exponential potential Ae−βσ, the evolutive behaviors of dynamics of DCQ model in the ω − ω′ plane, the
energy density parameter of dark energy Ωσ with respect to N are shown mathematically. Our results show
that the critical point with ω ∼ −1 is the late-time attractor, where dilaton field becomes ultimately frozen,
as shown in the Fig.1. The evolution of Ωσ shows also that there exists a late-time attractor solution, which
corresponds to Ωσ = 1.













µνe−ασ∂µψ∂νψ − e−2ασV (ψ), α =
√
κ2
2̟+3 with ̟ > 3500[30] being an important
parameter in Weyl-scaled induced gravitational theory, σ is DCQ field, gµν is the Pauli metric which can
really represent the massless spin-two graviton and should be considered to be physical metric[31]. We
work in units(κ2 ≡ 8πG = 1). From the solar system tests, the current constrain is α2 < 0.001[32]. The
new constrain on the parameter is α2 < 0.0001[33], which seems to argue against the existence of long-range
scalars. Perhaps such a pessimistic interpretation of the limit is premature [31,32]. The conventional Einstein
gravity limit occurs as σ → 0 for an arbitrary ̟ or ̟ → ∞ with an arbitrary σ. When W (σ) = 0, it will
result in the Einstein-Brans-Dicke theory.








σ˙2 +W (σ) + e−ασρ] (2)











where H is Hubble parameter. For radiation ρr = 3pr, we get ρr ∝ e
ασ
a4 from Eq.(4). For matter pm = 0, we




a3 from Eq.(4). Taking these results into Eqs.(2), we obtain















3 , ρc,i is the critical energy density of the universe at initial time ti. Hi, Ωm,i, Ωr,i denote
the Hubble parameter, matter energy density parameter, radiation energy density parameter at initial time
ti respectively. We define our starting point as the equipartition epoch, at which Ωm,i = Ωr,i = 0.5 and







− 12ασe−3N +Ωr,ie−4N ]
1
2 (6)
2. Dynamics of DCQ Model in the ω − ω′ Plane




σ˙2 +W (σ) (7)
pσ ≡ ωσρσ =
1
2
σ˙2 −W (σ) (8)
Substituting Eqs.(7)(8) into Eq.(4), we get
− ρ˙σ
H






dN , σ˙ =
√
2[ρσ −W (σ)] and W (σ) = 12 (1− ωσ)ρσ, the above equation becomes
− dρσ
dN









Eq.(10) is the continuity equation of dilaton scalar field in DCQ model. The evolutive equation of dilaton


















Now, we define a new function









So, we can rewrite Eq.(10) as
dωσ
dN
= [3(1− ω2σ)− α











H − α 1+3ωσ2
(14)
and the sign ”′” denotes the derivative of W (σ) with respect to σ. Eq.(13) is the scalar field equation of
motion in DCQ model. For the DCQ field rolling down its potential, the ± sign before W ′(σ) corresponds
to W ′(σ) > 0 or W ′(σ) < 0. The size of the parameter α =
√
1
2̟+3 denotes the coupling intensity.
For a quintessence field without coupling to matter, the scalar equation of motion is
dωσ
dN
= [3(1− ω2σ)]× [∆∗ − 1] (15)




. Obviously, when ̟ →∞ i.e. α→ 0, Eq.(13) reduces to Eq.(15).
Now we consider the exponential potential W (σ) = Ae−βσ. The system decided by Eq.(13) admits these
critical points ωσ = 1, ωσ ∼ −1, ∆ = 1. When ∆ = 1, ωσ varies very slowly where the DCQ field is tracking
and the ratio of kinetic energy to potential energy of the DCQ field becomes a constant. When ωσ ∼ −1, it
corresponds to a late time attractor where the DCQ field becomes ultimately frozen, as shown in the Fig.1.
When we set different α value, the critical point always tends ωσ ∼ −1, as shown in Figs1-3. Fig.4 shows
the evolution of the DCQ fraction of the total energy density Ωσ from 0 to 1 with respect to N . Since
Teq ≃ 5.64(Ω0h2)eV ≃ 2.843 × 104K, T0 ≃ 2.7K, ai = 1, the scale factor at the present epoch a0 would
nearly be 1.053 × 104, then we know N0 = lna0 = 9.262. According to N0, we obtain the current value









Fig.1 The comparison of attractive property of DCQ model with
exponential potential W (σ) = Ae−βσ for different initial σ0 = 0.1, 2











Fig.2 The comparison of attractive property of DCQ model with













Fig.3 The comparison of attractive property of DCQ model with











Fig.2 The evolution of the DCQ fraction of the total energy density
Ωσ with respect to N in exponential potential W (σ) = Ae
−βσ. We
set α = 0.01195, β = 0.5 and A = 1.0. Since the current value
N0 = lna0 = 9.262, we obtain the current value Ωσ ≃ 0.713021, which
meets the current observations well.
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3. Conclusions
Caldwell and Linder classified the quintessence models into two types ”thawing” and ”freezing” model
according to the different regions in ω − ω′ plane and gave the limit of quintessence[28]: 1 + ω ≥ 0.004
for ”thawing” model and 1 + ω ≥ 0.01 for ”freezing” model. In DCQ model, we can also make the same
delimitation according to different initial conditions. For the ”thawing” type model, the DCQ field has
been frozen by Hubble damping at a value displace from its minimum until recently, when it starts to roll
down to the minimum. For the ”freezing” model, the DCQ field which was already rolling down towards
its potential minimum, prior to the onset of acceleration, but which slows down and creeps to a halt as
it comes to dominate the Universe. We find our DCQ model belongs to the ”freezing” type model and
satisfies the limit of ”freezing” model: 1 + ωσ = 1 + (−0.920136) = 0.079864 > 0.01. We investigate the
cosmological dynamics of DCQ model with exponential potential Ae−βσ in the ω − ω′ plane and examine
the energy density parameter of dark energy Ωσ with respect to N . These numerical results show that the
critical point with ω ∼ −1 is the late-time attractor, where dilaton field becomes ultimately frozen and
Ωσ = 1. We also consider the effect of the parameter α on the property of attractor solution. When we
set α = 0.01195, 0.00707, 0.00500, the evolutive behavior of DCQ attractor changes so tiny that it can
be neglected. This result is consonant with our previous viewpoint that the coupling between dilaton and
matter affects the evolutive process of the Universe, but not the fate of the Universe[27]. According to
N0 = lna0
.
= 9.262, we obtain the current value of Ωσ is 0.713021, which meets the current observations
well.
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